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Folder Chapter_3:

CH03.LSP

--------------------------------------------
Folder Chapter_4:

CH04.LSP
script files
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Folder Chapter_5:

CH05A.LSP, CH05B.LSP, and CH05C.LSP
script files
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Folder Chapter_6:

06prog06b.dwg - drawing with blocks defined
CH06A.LSP, CH06B.LSP, CH06C.LSP, CH06D.LSP, and CH06E.LSP
script files
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Folder Chapter_7:

CH07A.LSP and CH07B.LSP
script files

--------------------------------------------
Folder BMP_data:

clouds01.bmp, clouds01.jpg, and clouds.tif - cloud image files
mies01.bmp, mies02.bmp, and mies.tif - Mies image files
Folder TMY2_data:

23174.exe and 23174.TM2 - weather data for Los Angeles
94728.exe and 94728.TM2 - weather data for New York City
94846.exe and 94846.TM2 - weather data for Chicago
TMY2_Format.doc - TMY2 data format


Folder TMY3_data:

722950TY.csv - weather data for Los Angeles
725033TY.csv - weather data for New York City
725300TY.tm2 and 725300TY.csv - weather data for Chicago
TMY3toTMY2.zip - program to convert TMY3 to TMY2